
  
 

CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

147 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

12 TRAFFIC STOPS 27 BAKER ACTS 2 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Stuart/Ditolla DATE: 8/6/2020 

  

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Disturbance 
(Domestic) 

20-73076 Kingswood Dr 
(Ecno Lodge) 

Deputy Conway was at this location for another call for service 
when he heard a disturbance coming from the second floor. Upon 
responding to the disturbance a witness guided Deputy Conway 
towards S1 who was witnessed hitting the victim. Upon making 
contact with S1, he was uncooperative and failed to obey multiple 
lawful commands but was secured without incident. S1 was placed 
under arrest for domestic battery and resisting arrest without 
violence.   Report by Deputy Conway 

Physical 
Disturbance 

20-72999 Belle Terre Pkwy 
(Publix) 

Two elderly males were involved in a physical altercation in the 
above grocery store. One of the males were knocked down, 
however neither party involved wished to pursue criminal charges 
against each other.  Report by Deputy Nguyen 

Baker Act 20-73002 Rollins Dr Adult female was placed in custody under a baker act 
Baker Act 20-73039 Woodworth Dr Adult female was placed in custody under a baker act 
Stolen 
Vehicle 
(Recovered) 

20-73089 Renn Lane @ 
Renshaw Drive 

A blue 2007 Dodge Caliber (FL tag# 0020YC) that was entered 
stolen out of Flagler County (FCSO case# 20-70075) was located 
abandoned/unoccupied at this location. The tag and decal were 
attached to the vehicle and the keys were left with the vehicle. The 
vehicle was turned over to the victim who did not wish to have it 
processed. The vehicle, tag and decal were removed as stolen from 
FCIC/NCIC.   Report by Deputy Crego   

CPR 20-73030 Cranberry Ave Adult female went into cardiac arrest.  CPR started by reporting 
party and upon arrival, D/S Cuthbert & D/S Stamps took over.  Due 
to both Deputies lifesaving efforts, the female began shallow 
breathing prior to Med-Rescue arriving on scene.  Upon their 
arrival, Med-Rescue continued treatment and transported female 
to Advent Health.  See report by Deputy Cuthbert for further. 
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